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T f.'vi/ah (immersion in a mikvah) of dishes and other eating
utensils is a mitzvah whose observance suffers from

ignorance. Many Sabbath-observant Jews are unaware of the
obligation to "toiveJ" their dishes and thus neglect the practice
entirely. Others know that dishes and utensils require immersion in
a mikvah and consequently dip virtually everything used in the
kitchen, without discriminating between those items which require
it a"d those that don't, those that require a beracha with the
immersion, and those that don't. It is the purpose of this essay to
clarify some of the classic issues which concern the requirement to
toivel dishes, as well as to consider how these regulations apply to
the many new materials which are on the market today.

The source for the commandment to immerse kitchen utensils l

arises from a directive issued to the Jewish people in the desert,
after a military encounter with the forces of Midian. Moshe
Rabbenu instructed the victorious Jewish warriors that they could
not use the vessels which they had captured as booty until

l<7 ,1lJl< 7J' ...,i1\:n llIK::I. "':1J,ln IlJK.::l K::I.' 'llIK ,::1., 7:l

C'~J n'Jyn llIKJ l<:l'

1. Only dishes ownM by iI Jew i1nd used by iI Jew require tevi!ah. If iI Jew
purch"ses dishes to bf' u~d only by " non-Jew (for eumple, II milid employed
in his household). they do not require tevi!ah. ,"!;Ii' nUl ""0 l'i'o', ""1"11:1.
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Whatever comes tis customarily used] in fire, pass
through the fire, and it will be purified... and
whatever does not go into the fire, pass through
water. (Numbers 31:23)1

Commenting on this directive, the Gemara explains

:nn:lil 17 tj'Olil iTXO C'Y:J."'H<:J iT7'JO O'J'1Y 17'J' Ion

n,nx iT,no

And all require immersion in forty se'ah [of water 
i.e., a mikvah]. Scripture has added an additional
purification [other than tevilah]. (Ai/ada lara 7Sb)

In other words, when the Israelites captured the vessels of the
Midianites in battle, they could not use them until they had purified
them - either in fire or boiling water, depending on their method of
use. After that, after all impure matter had been expunged from the
vessels (i.e., "kashered), then the vessels had to be immersed in a
mikvah containing forty se'ah of water.3 This is the origin of the
requirement for tevilah of utensils.

However, we are not to confuse the requirement of kasheril1g
with the need to dip the dishes in a mikvah. They are not
connected.

D'VJ1n D'7J '7'01< ,iT,:J1< 1:1 iT:l, 11:11< lnnJ J, ,nl<
ynUmJ

Rav Nachman said, Rabba the son of Avuya taught,
Even new utensils are included in the directive [to
immerse in a mikvahJ. (ibid.)6

Z. The queslioll arises why the Tor..h did not teach this law at an earlier time,
such as the war with Siehon ..nd his people. Ramban discusses this, as do
nHlcnn1"l '?Y.lD C'li" mn ,"n:1ll:1'. The resolution of this question may have a
bearing on the laws of ttvik!h, for there ue those who learn from this passage
that metal utensils made in Eretz Yisrael do not require tevi6h. However
':1 nu( " i"!l T"i' T'n i'mr' nOlD disagrees.

3. '1"1\,11 ., •• , OW "'Wl .1"""
4. To underst..nd how this regulation is derived from the biblical verse, see the
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All dishes and vessels which were previously owned by a
Gentile (even if not used) require tevilah, whether new or used,
before a Jew may use them.! Furthermore, vessels which were
previously used by a non-jew or for a non-kosher product must
first be purified (kashered) to expunge the foreign material.&

Purpose

Our rabbis viewed tevilah as a process which purifies and up
lifts the utensil: 7

c'w lnw"pC, I"Y c'w lMl'u:m,m H<:!'W ',:J ilC,':ltJil CVtll

c'rnw'

Thus, any food utensil coming into the domain of a jew needs

commentaries of Rashi and Ramban.
5. Rav Tzvi Pesach Frank (l:I"i' 1"" ':J:r 111 n",IU) considers the question of a

vesspl which comes to the Jew's possession indire<tly from thp Gentilp. For
uamp1l'. hp buys a pot manufacturrd by a non-jew. in II Jewish·ownpd storp.
Rav Frank rejects the suggestion that since the pot is coming only indirectly
from the Gentile. it need not be toiueled. (The suggestion had been made that
when Israeli soldiers overrun an abandonrd Arab villagp, they would not need
to dip the pots and utensils they captule, because they we'e not being taken
from the ownership of a non-Jew but were, 'ather, abandonrd property (0'1;>11I

(:1"1':) '0 :l1'V' mln ClD:I I" '0 11:J"I1:1 C'1'U'l'l). Similarly, I'n:.:' nrun reje<ls the
suggestion that metal vessels made in Israel do not require tevilah, as
mentionNl in note 2 above.

6. Tosafot (1'''lI1I:I il"11 maintain that if a vessel neNls to be kQ5hered and also to
be immersed, the teuilah may p.ecpde the kQ5hering process. This JlO5ition is
'101 universally accepted. Sl'f' DlD 1"1' ;1'1,1.1 1<":11' il:nlDn ''InD.

7. 'I( nllt :I 1'''0 ,"11I. citing the Jerusalem Talmud at the end of AvodA bra.
According to this reasoning, writes 1 1'''0 11:11\1,," ':l11, if a non-jew converts to
Judaism, his utensils would require levilah. However, he expresses his
amllZemenl that he did not find this in any of the earlier sources. D'll11l1

1)'1' ." I< I"m il:l"il:J D'1'1)'1:I extends this principle even to an apostate (11:111:11

who .epents and .etu.ns to Judaism.
However, 'il t1l1< u"'-n 11Y'''1< Y')' records that he checked the sources and

indeed did find lelClS directly contradicting :-I:l1IlIn ':11'. He cites sources to the
effect that a convert dol'S not need to dip his dishes in a mikvah, nor does a
repenting apostate. But :l n11< :I)' , p"n ""il'I.l:llD considers Ihat a convert
should have to immerse his dishes,
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to be immersed.! It is comparable to a person who wishes to
converl9 to Judaism who must immerse him/herself in a mikvah as
part of the process. Even a Jewish apostate who repents and wants
to re-join his people requires immersion in a mikvah,lO

However, the Or Zarua ll and the Roshll are of the opinion
that tevilo.h has nothing to do with removal of tume'ah (impurity)
bUI is in the category of "gezerat hakattw" - ruling of Scripture.
The relationship between tume'ah and tevilah of utensils will be
discussed more fully later in this study.

Rabbinic or Torah Law?

Anytime we discuss a mitzvah, it is crucial to determine
whether that mitzvah has its origin in the Torah itself (mid'oraitha)
or whether it represents a regulation instituted by the rabbis
(miderabbanan). The centrality of the distinction arises from the
well-known principle of Jewish law that when there is a doubt or

8. l'"c, J '''1' 1'11V"O nl'll(. Rav Feinstein extends the obligation of immel"!iing
vessels even to a Jew living in a society where everything is owned by the state
- where, technically, no person is the previous owner of the utensil.
Furthermore, the I<OO!J 1'1JI\Un 'J,' writes that if a Jew sells his company to a
Gentile in order to be able to have the business open on the Sabbath, and then
wants to buy it back For the other days of the week, his vessels nNd tevilall.

The §<lme reasoning will apply to dishes sold by a jew to a Gentile for the
duration of Pesach - if he wants to buy them back after Pesach, he would
have to immerse them! (1' ml< i'lJll11n '"nD) , nll< iUll11n 'J" agrees with this
ruling about dishes after Pesach, but JOOl '0 1nC,lU1'1 lny does not.

The operative principle in all these di§Cllssions is ownership of the
factory, and not the workers who are employed therein. For a case where there
is doubt as to the true ownership of a Factory, see '-l n"ll< 1'1lUl'J m'll(.

The Meiri in Avoda lara writes t.... t dishes which be<:ame t.e/e and had to
be kashered do not require tevilah (assuming that throughout they had been in
the possf5sion of the jew).

For the proper procedure if a vf5sel of a Jew was broken and fixed by a
Gentile, the ...~ ne many rules, as explicated in the lny In'nlll
and T"l l"C,'III1'1 l"Y.

9. IOOy Jell"'.

10. n'I"\n 'OO".

11. lOOYi ]/Iil i'l(.

n. ,ooc, '0 I"V IIIl<i.
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question about a matter which is ordained by the Torah, we must
rule according to the stricter opinion; but when it is a rabbinic
regulation, we may be more lenient.

The overwhelming majoritylJ of rabbinic authorities over the
ages has ruled that the mitzvah of tevilah for dishes is Torah
ordained. 14 The notable exception is the Rambam, who writes

c"!Jm ":l'D K?K ,.,i1'UTO '?:l l'?':lODlV H i1?':lO

This tevilah which we immerse utensils for a meal ... is
only from the teaching of the Soferim (Rabbis),IS

However, although a simple reading of the Rambam seems to
indicate that he held this to be a rabbinic regulation, the Rashba ll'

and others claim that the terminology "midivrei soferim - from the
teachings of the rabbis" merely indicates that in Rambam's view we
are dealing with a law not explicitly formulated in the Torah, but
one which the rabbis had to derive from the verse. In that sense,
this is a Torah law which we know through the teaching of the
rabbisY

In practical terms, Jewish law deals with the obligation to
immerse dishes in a mikvah as a Torah law, which means that
questionable situations are resolved by means of the stricter opinion
in most cases.

Materials Requiring Tevilah

The Torah requirement (mid'oraitha) for tevilah applies
primarily - some say exclusively - to metal utensils used in food
preparation, IS In the case of vessels made out of metal and
something else - for example, a wooden salad bowl with metal
handles, or steel flatware with wooden handles - the vessel should
be toiveled only if the metal part is coming into contact with food.
The Shulchan Aruch rules

13. 1 olx O"p 1n711l1n 1'1)1.

14..17-/(7 fJl 1:1'7:1 1'1"":11' 1!lD ,1D 1 1'1)11 1"111"1'.1' nJl)1'O len '1W. Although the list
of th05l' who consider it a mitzvah mid'o'llitha is very long, so too is the list of
those convinced it is a rabbinic regulation.

IS, ';' n:l7n Tn, OllID/( n"'JKD OJ:l7.,.
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mltc D"'lJ,YlJlll ym:m ?t,:J. ?Ill D'i"IllM 1? lll'lll y,Y '?J

n?'JI.:l lUi\) U'K

A wooden vessel which has metal supports on the
outside which enable it to stand does not require
tevilah,I6

The Vilna Gaon explains that since it is only the inside of the
vessel which comes into contact with food, it does not need
immersionY However, the Shach had previously ruled that such a
vessel should be toiveled, without a beracha, for in his opinion the
metal supports which make it able to stand are the essential feature
which made this vessel usable,I8

Although the Torah command initially appears to be limited to
metal vessels, glass vessels are also included, as the Gemara records
(Avoda Zara 75b):

Dil? Ill' n:mVJl ':11 ?'K1i1 M':l1:J.T '?:I 'Ji1 'IllK :I' ,l:Il<

'l:I, mJMl:I '?JJ ilJi'M

Rav Ashi said, glass utensils are comparable to metal
ones, for if they break, they can be repaired.

Apparently, the rabbis considered that glass vessels, which are
formed through molding heated materials, can be re-formed if
needed, In that respect, they are similar to metal vessels, which can
likewise be repaired through heat. Consequently, they should be
considered as in the metal category, requiring tevilah.l~

If this were the only Talmudic text concerning tevilah of
vessels, we would have no problem. However, such is not the case.
In Tractate ShabbaPo the Gemara rules that glass utensils are

16. ;'"'l' '0 ') p'm I"'llt', However, elsewhere the Rashba expresses the opposite
point of view on the significance of the term J:P'lllC ',::nl:3. See his
,"'y, C'lt'l,'n. See also '.::l Tr.l'O ;"'1( l'lll'ilt'.

17. The same tNminology is employe<! in .)"" l'lll/llJ ') P'!l 1'1.::l10

1'1"'Dnll 'I( P'D C".::lI:3,.

18. .::l"" fill( rl/l.

19. "1(11'1 1'1'" ,'1/1,
20. '10.
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considered as being in the category of earthenware, since glass is
made from sand. Thus, the Talmud seems to be contradicting itself.

Since these two Talmudic texts contradict each other, the
Raavadzi suggests that for the purposes of discussing the laws of
teviIah, we rely solely on the text in Avoda Zara for direction. He
rules that metal and glass utensils should be immersed in a mikvah,
with a beracha. The Meiri,ll on the other hand, maintains that we
must adhere to the strictures arising from both Talmudic texts. He
also requires glass vessels to be immersed in a mikvah.

Rambam records the normative law as follows:

,1;1::), m:JnIJ '7:m O"':l1Iil ltJ il11l10 llJ'lJllm ':':1 "Pl!;lil

1',mn 1'i" 1:1 10K' illi'n 'IJJ l!;l'JOtJ ..n':I1:)I

One who acquires vessels for use with a meal from a
Gentile, whether metal vessels, or glass vessels... he
should immerse them in a mikvah and afterward they
are permitted for use. U

The Shulchan Aruch rules the same way:

l"Y ...n':nJT lK nlJnn !;IllJ n1l.YO ,1;1::) C"l:l}/IJ m'pil

illpt:lJ l!;l'Jtm!;l

One who buys from a Gentile vessels for eating, made
of metal or glass... must immerse them in a mikvah. z4

Nevertheless, two questions remain:
1. Do glass utensils fall into the same halachic category as

metal, i.e., is the requirement to toivel them of Torah origin, or
must they be immersed because of a rabbinic regulation? Rabbi
Akiva Eigern held that the obligation to dip glass dishes was in the
category of rabbinic regulation; therefore he was willing to be

21. 1"lI '1'0.

22. 0\1.1 .0::1\1.1.

1.3..l ;1::1";'! .1'" ~"!l nn10fC m":lfCO OJ::I";'! .0"::Itn It is not clur why the "'lO
1 ~"O rllll.ll:l was under the impression that the Rambam had omitted 10 discuss
glass.

24. '1'1 '0 ::1"1' ""1'.

25 . .,,., '0 ""1'.

"
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lenient and to allow a child to perform the immersion. Most
rabbinic decisors seem to agree with him.zl>

2. A second question arises concerning new materials which
were not known in the days of the Gemara but which may have
some of the same properties as glass (i.e., if they break they can be
melted down and repaired). Should they be considered as requiring
teviIah equal1y as glass? Rabbi David Z. Hoffman1' in the last
century was asked the halacha concerning "klei €tzem" and similar
questions have been posed in this century.1e The issue is not merely
whether 10 immerse these vessels or not, but rather - what do we
do with a rabbinic regulation? Did our Sages legislate certain
regulations, intending them to apply only as indicated. or should
their regulations be extended to all items which are similar to the
original one t~ey discussed? The resolution of this fundamental
problems concerning rabbinic regulations will be the core of our
halachic policy concerning bone china, plastic, melmac, and perhaps
Corning ware and pyrex,

Most rabbis have taken the position that although the Gemara
may offer the rationale for a regulation (in our case, that if glass
breaks it can be re-formed), nevertheless the stated reason is not the
only reason for their regulation. Consequently, only those items
specifically included by the rabbis in their decree come within the
purview of their regulation, and we should not extend their
reasoning to other, albeit similar, objects, We should rule, therefore,
that these new materials do not require tevilah, or at best, tevilah
without a beracha. 19

26. For a complete Jist. see K"D-a ll' '0":1 "":11.1 'lltl, The e:o;ception is 'DKD
1":1111 "",It ':1,,1:1.

27. l.l"'r.I '""'.

28. ,,,,', "V';/<; r:c.
l.l"'r.I ,"'" rn :lj:lV' ni""'
"-"'1' ,roll/<; Y':1'.

'0-] "Y' ,'''''.
29, Some rabbis even fell that it would be forbidden 10 toivellhem lest by mistake

the person recites a beracha .,", mK :l"'i' ,"',. 01:11111" ':I" dtes n"l\V

COI':lK '0I1t as disagreeing with this principle and ruling thai if I~ reason
applied, one should indeed toivel the dishes. However, ")1',1< y':c reports that
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As far as porcelain dishes are concerned, the Shach and the
P;tchei Teshuvall rule that they do not require tevilah since they are
made from earth. Once broken they cannot be repaired, and
therefore they are in a different category. A;uch Hashulcho.n in his
compendium of jewish law echoes the above rulingn but notes that
people do toivel their porcelain dishes, although "o.;rlO muvarl
hatta'am" "the reason is not understood."

The A;uch Hashulchan does indicate one exception - glazed.
porcelain should be immersed,JJ Perhaps, he says, this exception
misled people into thinking that porcelain requires tevilah,

Vessels Requiring Tevilah

Not all vessels and utensils in the jewish home require revilah.
In directing the jewish soldiers how to purify the articles they had
captured in the war with Midian, the Torah indicates that this
applies only to "whatever is used in the fire" - and only cooking
utensils are used with fire. 't The Gemara (Avoda Zara 75b) rules
that only vessels which are termed "k'lei seudah",H utensils for
eating or preparation of food, require teviIah, That means that not
all vessels which contain food or come in contact with food are
obligated in tevilah - but which ones do and which don't, occupies
a major area of controversy among the many poskim who have
grappled with the problem, We shall try to elucidate some of the
issues:

Utensils used in the cooking or baking process which don't

he che<:k~ lhe sources and is under the impression that e1"l';)I< 'mK was
actually not cerlain how to rule. See also n··Y"'''Y-1 ?ny' nmD.
1"11 J)'Y:I 1<"'11"1 "Y i'''n'' :lrolU 1"Itl ''"1:1 "'11 fl1,1"I0 ,,,, IU" "II,IU' n'lIlln,

30. ':I 0111. , .. t!.

31. ':1 0111 n:l,wn 'nn!;).
32. 0'":1 0111.

33. Ibid. One wonders why a glned dish would need tevilah since il could ~ used
withoul the thin glaze. Ramo I"D writes that if Ihe main part of the vessel is
wood, no teviltlll is nee<led Kn:l 1<":1 1:1 wDnw:+" 'Wlll<' "'1(11".

34. :1"IJI 1"y '\11"1.

35. ' 011( :17 1"I:llwn ':1" ciles - and reje<:ts - the opinion thai polS used for
hage'u/ah need tevilah.

"
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come into contact with food do not require revilah.:u. Thus, racks in
the oven or grates over the stove do not need to be immersed,)?
since they come into contact only with pots and not with food. A
toasler-oven need nol be toiveled, but the tray inside does, for food
is commonly deposited directly on the tray. On the other hand. a
toaster may need tevilah, for the bread slices rest directly on the
toasteL3!

But how far do we extend the criterion that only utensils
coming into contact with food require tevilah? The MordechaP'
takes up the question of a knife used to slaughter an animal. One
could argue that it is a utensil coming into direct contact with food
to be used for a meal; however, the Mordechai rules that the knife
for slaughter should not be immersed in a mikvah. Following the
lead of this major halachic authority, the Shu/chan Aruch rules:

il?':l'O 1'1Y T'f<1V 1Y.llf<1V 'l'J IV' il,,'nlV !;l1V 1'JO

The knife for shechita, there is one who says it does
not need tevilah40

However, the Ramo does not accept this totally, noting

:lJ1J f<?::l ,!;lJ'''? J1\.," l'P?ln 'U'1

But there are those who disagree and therefore it is
good to immerse it without a blessing.

What guidelines for tevilah can be deduced from the position
of the Mordechai? Why did he exempt the slaughtering knife?

36. II would Sl'f'm thai neither a cup for holding a boiled l'88 nOT a nutcrack~r,

would r~quiTe teuilllh, sinc" the ut"nsil dOt'S not com" in contacl wilh Ih"
f'dibl" porlion of that food. HO~yeT, .l"~j'l ' rnlli"l i"I"lIj' 'I' C'?J n?'J\)i"I ,tltI

i"I"'j'. r"porls thai Ray S.Z. Auubach ruled diff~T"ntly - that sinc~ boilf'd "S8s
and nuts ar~ brought to the table whole. th" ut"nsils for holding or cracking
them should be immersed. A pot for boiling ~ggs or a utensil For warming a
baby's bottle would nol ne«l tevilah, ho~Yer, as they do not com" in contact
with the actual food,

37. '''Jj' '''''.
38. For more specifics Sl'f' sedion titled "Electrical Appliances:'
39. 1''''" j'''tI.
40. 'i"I MlIC J"j'.

41, Ibid.
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According to the Shaehn the Mordechai reasoned that even
after sheehita, the animal is still not in edible form, and therefore
the knife is exempt. The Shaeh interprets the Mordechai's ruling to
be based on the principle that only those utensils which come into
contact with the food in' ~ts final stage need tevi/ah.

Following this principle, the Shach rules that an instrument
used to cut a fruit or vegetable from the ground needs tevilo.h·3

unless the vegetable will be cooked thereafter, in which case it does
not. Similarly, the knife used to flay the hide off an animal or
remove feathers from a fowl does not require immersion. u If we
follow this reasoning, then a mixing bowl and beaters used in the
preparation of bread or cake need also not be toiveled, since the
dough or balter is not in its final stage when it is in the bowl.

However, the Ai-ueh HashulchanH does not accept the Shach's
interpretation of the Mordechai's motivation in exempting a
slaughtering knife from tevilo.h. He considers that the slaughtering
knife cannot correctly be termed a utensil employed in the
preparation of food, and for that reason is exempt. The
slaughtering knife is used in fulfillment of a religious obligation,
and really has nothing to do with food preparation, according to
this view. Similarly the knife which flays the hide off the carcass is
used for esthetic enhancement of the meat, for it is considered not
refined to eat the flesh with the hide. But it is not actually used in
preparation of food for eating. The Ai-ueh Hashulchcm rules that all
vessels and utensils used at any stage of preparation of food for
consumption require tevilah - he would insist thai bealers and
mixing bowls, etc., be immersed in a mikvah.

Thus, we are in some doubt as 10 how to proceed. We can only

42.., nil(.

43.., ml( '''0 l"Y.

44. ';' mil I("!J,. In his commentary 10 the Mishnah. end of Avoda Zarll, the
Tosa/or Yom Tot> expresses amaument at the conclusion of Rav Ovadiah
Bertinoro lhat knives do not require lIwil.:lh. The Shulchll" Aruch ''''j:> "'1'
discusses both sidl'S of the question and rull'S that most knives do require
reuil.:lh.

45. ""';1 n1l': ::l"'j:> 1"1' In7l1U1"I 111Y. Why the knife is nOI considered functional too
needs explanalion - after all the animal is not going to be eaten while alive.

59
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speculate why the Mordechai considered that a slaughtering knife
needs no tevi/ah, but yet the Ramo felt it should be toiveled, albeit
without a beraeha. The Shaeh considers that the operative principle
is that only utensils coming into contact with the food in its final
stage require tevilah, while the ATuch Hashulchatl considers that
the exemption of the slaughtering knife arises from its religious (as
distinct from its food-preparation) function. Consequently, Aruch
Hashulchan mandates tevi/ah of all objects which are used at any
stage of the process of food preparation, 'including mixing bowls,
beaters, etc.

Since there does not seem to be a clear resolution of thiS
controversy, it seems best to make tevilah on all these questionable
items, but without pronouncing a beracha. (Sephardic Jews, who
follow the Shu/chan ATuch rather than the Ramo, are advised to
consult Sephardic poskim for guidance as to actual practice.)

Mix-up

It may happen that a person buys some dishes to fill in those
that are missing or have broken, and then mixes up the new with
the old dishes, and can't tell which have been immersed already.
What should he do? The question is whether it is possible to apply
the principle that since most of the dishes have had tevilah, it is
considered as if the entire set is toiveled,. or should we rather apply
the principle that l','nn " IV'IV ,:::l, if "something has a way of
becoming permissible" (i.e., all the dishes can be immersed), that
procedure must be followed in order to make them permissible?

Rav Danzig46 rules that when there is a great deal of trouble
involved, it is not a l','nn " IV'IV ,:::l,. Similarly, if there is great
expense involved, it is also not l"'nc " IV'IV ,.:n.

Nevertheless, Rav FrankH advises that all the dishes, old and
new, be immersed, albeit without a blessing since there is some
doubt about this. However. if all the dishes will be immersed at one

46. 1":;1 "":;I ell< ntl:;ln.

47. n'TI<' 11l1'''l< y'Y ;rY '1 p"n ""1'1 1:1:1111 ;)"1 0l1<1 ;l"tl "'1' 'JY ,Ol n'"lllJ,
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time. then a blessing may be recited. since at least some certainly
require it.

Performing The Tevilah

Since it may be quite troublesome to immerse all one's utensils
and dishes, the easiest solution is often to "send the kids", or, for
those who can, to "send the maid." Is this permissible? The
trenchant point is, does the mitzvah require "intent" (kaualJa) or is
it simply that the dishes can't be used until they are dipped in the
mikvah?

In halachic literature, the immersion of dishes in a mikvah is
compared to immersion of a woman in the mikvah after her period
of Nidah.·& Thus, the Gemara in Chullin 31 records a disagreement
between Rav and Rav Yochanan whether a woman requires the
intention to perform the mitzvah of tevilah when she immerses
herself. The Shulchan Aruch·9 records the law as follows:

A woman who immersed without intention... is
permissible to her husband.

But the Ramo adds his note of disapproval

But there are those who are strict and require her to
immerse again.

Some rabbis.so reason that just as there is the opinion that a
woman's immersion may be valid even without her intention, so
too, dipping the dishes may be done without "intention" - i.e., a

48. It should be noted that contrary to popular misconception. the mikvah for
dishes must also fulfill the requirements for a mikvah for women. It is a
mistake to think that any mountain strum or hardware mikvah are
automatically acceptable. without certification by a competent halachic decisor.

49. fl"D fl"Y?

50. ,·'tn/··w.
U'")' ,"l'-l-K"::lW1.

loon 1W1" nDnn.
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child may do it, even though by definition neither a child's
thoughts nor those of a non-jew have any halachic status as
"intention." However, others51 maintain that since the Ramo
required a woman who may have gone swimming in the ocean5l for
pleasure to immerse herself again with the specific intention of
performing the mitzvah, so too, the dishes would have to be
toiveled again after a child did it.

In fact, the Shulchan Aruch» rules definitely that a child
should not be sent to dip the dishes, although if he does it under
the supervision of an adult, it is acceptable; but this is not because
of the factor of "intent" but rather because the child's claim to have
dipped the dishes properly is simply not accepted in jewish law.
The uncorroborated testimony of a minor has no validity in
halacha. Furthermore, if a non-jew did do it for the jew, post facto
it is acceptable, although not a desirable practice initially.'·

(The situation under discussion concerns a Gentile who
immerses the dishes under the supervision of a Jew. 55 It is not
acceptable at all if he does it himself - a general principle of Jewish
law is that a non-jew's testimony is not accepted on these matters.)

There are thos~ who distinguish between objects which
require tevilah according to Torah law and those which are only
rabbinically mandated. (For example, immersion of glass dishes is a

51. n", nHo: I(U') ;J? 1"1' n'":I.
52. This is not to imply that the ocean is an ac«ptable substitute for a mikvah

even if she has the best of intentions. See ""nn::l 1('" '0 ""'.
53. 1"\:1 '''1'.
54. 1"\:1 rnl( '''\:I reasons that sineI' a non-Jew cannot redte the berachll for the

mitzvah, he should not be entrusted with this task unless a Jew also
participated and recited the blessing_ However, ''"::In IHlllll:) Twn n::llWn 'nM!)
notes that iF II non-Jew constructs For a Jew a fence around il porch or roof
(Fulfilling the r~uirement of mll'llkl!h) then since he is the agent for the Jew,
the Jew may recite the buachll for it although he does none of the work. This
contradicts the position of Taz. Meiri ilt end of At>odll Zara rules thilt since
levi/ah is a mitzvah it can not be done by a non-Jew.

55. n"" nllO: J? T'1' 1('"').

56. I"\) nil( , .." ";1 I('"?V'.
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rabbinic regulation which might acceptably be performed by a
child.51)

Cans
One of the topics which arises often in discussions of tevilah

of vessels is what to do with cans.'& Is a can a vessel which needs
tevilah, and if so, must one remove the contents of the can
immediately and immerse it, or may one empty the can gradually in
the ordinary manner of usage? May the can be re-used without
tevilah?

In general, the halachic rulings tend to be lenient in this
regard. 59 The Mishna in Keilim 16:5 states:

,y 71:1' 1J'K eKl KI'JU l:llnl'J 7UlJ1 1::lln7 lnu KH'llU 7nm

'H'lU ...m"i"'IU

A wrapper made of reed matting - if one is capable
of putting things into it and taking things out, then it
can become tameh. But if the only way of removing
the contents is by tearing (the container), then even if
it comes into contact with something tameh, it
remains tahor.

This is taken as an indication that if there is no way to get the
contents out without destroying or tearing the container, it is

57. It will also de~nd on how tevllllh is viewed: if the Itvilllh is done to remove
an issu, (K"O'K t'ml'K), the rule is that a child is not believed (s~ Ramo
·1 .oo;)?). But if it is only a mit:!:vah, then this distinction is irrelevant. Othel'i
considered that even if it is a question of K"O'K t'mn'K a child may be relied
on for glass objects. See 'U , ..,. ';) ,nlK >I';)'.

58. Not all cans containing foodstuffs would necessarily even have to be
considered for levilllh. , ..;)-" ,I>I'''K ry maintains that cans which contain
coffee certainly do not requite Itvila" beuuse coffee is not a food ready to eat.
On the other hand, cans which hold food ready to eat, without the addition of
water such as coff~ requires, would need teullll". See also n:ltv n"l:Illl
" t',tl nnn"n;) and ;)..;) nJ"\ DlI'I' ::110 n'·,IV.

59. But,""I' I)' O,ln n':r>;)o ,tlO cites Rav Konevsky to the effect that the C"Qzon
Ish insisted that as soon as a can is opened, the contents h,we to be removed.
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permissible to use it.
An additional factor which is taken into account is that a can

may not technically qualify for the halachic definition of a k'li, a
vessel. That is because a can, which has to be "torn" (the metal has
to be cuJ) in order to remove the contents is not a vessel but
functions rather almost as a wrapping, not a true vessel. Since it is
not a k'Jj in the halachic sense, it would require no tevilah.
Furthermore, one could argue that even if it is a k'li it certainly is
not one until the user cuts off the top of the can; it is removal of
the cover which makes it a k'li - and since the Jew is opening the
can, he is making it into a k'li. Thus it is not a vessel which is
coming into the domain of the Jew from the previous ownership of
a Gentile. On the contrary, it is the Jew who is making it into a
vessel!~

Tzitz Eliez.erl'\ also cites Rav Y.L. Diskin to the effect that one
is not obligated to remove the contents after opening the can. That
is because the person opening the can has the option to reject
ownership of the can (and claim that he only wants the contents),
in which case he would have no obligation whatever to toivel the
can. He finds it comparable to the situation which arises when
someone brings chametz into a Jew's home on Pesach - the
houseowner should declare that albeit the chametz has entered his
property, he renounces any desire to acquire this chametz.u Even
though the chametz is within his domain and technically should
become his, he has the option to renounce its ownership.63

60. The Cha~l)" Ish employed this r~tion~le to Forbid the opening of c~ns on
Sh~bbat. for he held th~t by opening the r~n, the person is m~king the can
into ~ k'ti, which is Forbidden on the 5~bb~th. On the other h~nd, iF it is the
aClion of removing the cover which m~kE'5 the can into ~ Ic'li, it seems self
contradictory For the ChQ~o" Ish to insist th~t a c~n is a k'ii (before it is
opened) and therefore one has to remove the contents right away. This
inconsistency is pointed out by 0") n"JIl '0. See the c;tation in the previous
note, nn!JK1 1"1'" 1")'" ,tV"K y'Y brings ~ somewhat different ruling in the
name of Glazo'l Ish.

61 .., nlK 'IY'O,K y'y.

62. n"nn nOO'K.
63. '1 n1K 'OOIl,
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Much of the halachic discussion about whether it is necessary
to empty the contents of a can immediately apply also to jars and
other sturdy containers. Note, however, that if a person wants 10

use the jar thereafter, on a permanent basis (such as for food
storage), the jar must be immersed just as any other container.

Disposables And Other Containers

In order to determine whether disposable baking tins and the
like require tevilah, it is necessary to arrive at a precise halachic
definition of k'li. Only a k'li requires tevilah, but, as we have
mentioned, not every container which we might call a vessel would
be termed a k'Ii by the halacha.

If a person owns a vessel but does not have the intention of
keeping it or using it, does that negate the status of the vessel as a
k'li? Does the fact that the owner intends to discard it mean that it
has no status, or should we say that the vessel is a vessel, the
owner's intentions notwithstanding?

Interestingly enough, it seems that the owner's intentions have
a definite impact on the status of an objecl. M In Tractate Keilim one
of the rabbis discusses a situation which was common at the time:
When people traveled, they had to pay duty on the objects they
brought with them. A person transporting metal had to pay
considerable duty on it; however, metal vessels were not taxed at
all. In order to escape the tax, a man had his metal cast into the
shape of a large and heavy pot, intending 10 break the pot at the
and of his journey. "And the rabbis considered it tahor since he had
no intention to have it remain. "65

In other words, this traveler's intention to discard the metal
vessel at the end of his trip disqualified il from being a vessel; it is

64. l"7jn ::Iyll" ny',",
65, 'J OllIDJ:l 'po .1<'" 0'7J nJOJ:l7 Ill''''.
66, However, Rav Breisch, in the responsum cited, cites Jt'lI" Olll '!l0 who brings a

numbe, of halachic authorities who do not accept the connection between
ability to absorb lume'ah and necessity for revilah, As we have also noted,
there are those who consider the requirement for levilah as simply a "decree of
Scripture,"
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tahar because only a k'li is capable of absorbing fume'ah. Similarly,
only a k'/i needs tevilah. If it is tahar because it is not a k'li, by
definition, that exempts it from tevilah.

We have other evidence that containers which were going to be
discarded did not qualify as a k'ii (i.e., were incapable of absorbing
twme'ah; only a k'ii can absorb tume'ah). The Rosh (see note 64
above) cites the Tosefta that "a wrapper where he will eat the dates
therein and then throw it away, is tahar" and the Rambam also
rules that "a wrapper of reed malting where he intends to eat that
which is within it and to discard it, is tahar. "67

Rav Breisch writes that although if he wanted to, he could use
the article on a permanent basis, nevertheless, since it is his
intention to discard it, it needs no tevilah,6S On the other hand, if a
person does intend to keep using a container - such as a jar - on a
permanent basis, it should be immersed.69

We should point out that in order to be consistent, if a
container is not considered a k'ti for one case it cannot be
considered a k'ti in another. Thus, if disposable cups are not
"vessels" regarding tevilah, they are equally not "vessels" regarding
kiddush - and there are halachot governing the cup over which one
may recite kiddush, In fact, Rav Moshe Feinstein protests against
using a paper cup to make kiddush,10 and he rules that if a vessel is
not permanent, even if it can be used a few times, it does not have
the status of a k'li. 71

An additional factor complicating the halacha is the fact that
virtually all disposable pans are manufactured out of aluminum.

67. " OlJ"" :Ol CryJ nlJ?Ol .O"JO"

68. DIU ,JpY' np"n .J""'" pn:." nnlO calls this use a "';I''''' lU'O\lm.'· Even though
'l""" 1V'l'JlVn is also forbidden, Rav Weisz considers that only jf the vl'Ssel is
really made to be used on a permanent basis, then the fact that the person only
wants to use it temporarily would have no bearing. But if it cannot be used
permanently. then the '1"1< lU'tTlUn is permissible.

69, i"I"1'lli"l ..1 P'!1 .i"InJ"OlJ nJIU n"tTlV. He also discussl'S re-use of a container for
which a deposit has ~n paid. which will ultimately have to be returned. He
refers the reader to 'v nJ"" J"p "'1' :'lJ11Vn 'J".

70, 1'''',.-1 n"'1< i"IlVl:l n"ll':,

71. 'J n'Jm :'lln,Ol' Ol'1o.
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Although aluminum is undoubtedly metallic, it is an alloy which
was not known in earlier times and thus does not appear on the
classic list of metals with which the halacha deals. Rav Moshe
Feinstein goes into this situation in a responsum dealing with ways
to kasher an aluminum-interior dishwasher. l1

Using Non-Immersed Dishes

In general, the accepted halacha is that a person may not use
his dishes (especially the ones which, by Torah law, require
immersion) unless they have been immersed in a mikvah. What
should be done if there is no mikvah available, or if he remembers
on Shabbat that he had not toiueled them?

Although the Gemara does not discuss the possibility of
immersing dishes on the Sabbath, it does take up the case of an
object which needs tevilah because it has become tamehn (since the
destruction of the Beit Mikdash, we do not observe the laws of
tum'eah and taharah as regards vessels.) There, the Gemara rules
that tevilah may not be performed on such a vessel on the Sabbath,
offering four reasons why it is prohibited:

a) Rabba said it was a decree, lest someone carry the vessel in
the public domain on Shabbat, in getting to the mikvah.

b) Rav Yosef said it was because of fear that water would be
wrung out (if it was cloth being immersed).

c) Rav Bibi said it was decreed so that people would not put
off the teuilah until the Sabbath, and in the meantime any terumah
put in the vessel would become unusuable.

d) Rava said it was forbidden because it looks as if the person
is "fixing" or improving it on the Sabbath.

Assuming that we can try to draw an analogy between the
question of teuilah of articles to remove them from tume'ah on the
Sabbath and the tevilah of vessels, the rabbinic authorities have

72. n") loon n",1< nlUD n"lK - also see his question of a Cohen being on a plane
made of aluminum, with a dNd body.

73. ,n' n~:l.

74. cw,

"
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issued various rulings. The Rif,74 pointing to the reasons given by
Rav Bibi and Rav Yosef as being non-applicable to the problem of
new di5hes,7~ permits immersion on Shabbat. His opinion is cited as
the first - and thus preferable ruling in the Shulchan Aruch,
where it is recorded that

n~lO:::l i17':::lt:l l'YUil lU,n '7::1 r,'::1I:Ji17 .,nm

It is permissible on the Sabbath to immerse a new dish
which requires tevilah. '6

However, the Rosh" had disagreed with the ruling of the Rif,
and so his opinion is also brought in the Shulchan Aruch, which
continues, "but there are those who forbid it."7.

It is worth mentioning thai elsewhere,79 the Shulchan Aruch,
in discussing the same dilemma of what to do on the Sabbath with
a dish that was not immersed, does not direct that it be immersed.
Rather, he offers alternate suggestions or solutions in case of great
need:

mnl'JJ. ',1i1' 13'KC, .c,:li1 tn" DC,':J nK KY' D'l'J1U K'"
nc,':JlJc, 1"Y 1'K' 13l'Jl'J 13C,t<IU" ,lln',

And a G-d fearing person can avoid all the problems
by giving the vessel as a gift&O to a non-JeWS I and then
turn around and borrow it from him, and it will not
require teuifah...

It is difficult to know how to proceed in actual practice, for
many rabbinic decisorsu felt that the stricter opinion should become

75. OIU 1ZI1<1 I"l'.

76. '-l"Jtu n"ll<.

77..n' ;))(':1 ,tu1<1.

78. FOT whether Ihis refers 10 all dishes, includ.ing thoSl' required. by the Torah 10
have leui/ah, see ,1J':>;) 1'1<':1 ,'0 nll< ':>I<lnl jJlY•

79. '''0 '0 J"y 1"1'.

80. "'O'l"W Cnl:11< ]llJ discusses giving a gifl to a non-jew, in lighl of the
prohibition of omn 1<':>. See n"':> l'O'l It:IW1' 1"'1.

81. '''O'J''y 1"1'1 CIZI n"ll<.

8Z. "Tll 01'-'1< mttlZl.

OlWD 'J111.
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the normative law, while others pointed to the Shu/chan Aruch's
apparent preference for the permissive position&J (at least in part).

As for the same situation on Yom Tov, the Shulchan Aruch
rules that "the law is the same as for Shabbat."u Surprisingly, the
Mishnah Berurahas rules that on Yom rov "one should be strict,
inasmuch as we have seen that on Shabbat one should be strict."
How the Mish'Jah Berurah arrives at the conclusion is difficult to
ascertain, for we have seen that the Shulchan Aruch distinctly
prefers the lenient option.u

This is all the more surprising because the Ramo,&7 the major
Ashkenazi posek of the past four hundred years, had earlier seemed
to favor permitting tevilah even on Shabbal.u He advises dipping
the vessel into the mikvah in such a way that it will not be
noticeable that it is being done for the purpose of tevilah - for
example, one may immerse a pot in the mikvah and draw out water,
so that it appears that it is being done because he wants the water.,.

As we have noted, it is not permissible for a person a priori to
use his utensils which have not been immersed, although food
which was prepared in such vessels does not, after the fact, become
non-kosher or prohibited,&9

But what is the halacha as regards dishes which belong to
someone else whom we suspect of not immersing his vessels? May
one eat in such a person's house? And may one eat in a kosher
restaurant which has not immersed its vessels?

83. 1"" rille :-11n:l '1l1II"I:I.

84. '1 ""P" (0"'1<).

85.." mI<.
86, However, see :-1')":110' "'Il

l"1l P"O 0:-11:11< po

:111/1:) llVDI< :"1':"1 1<'" IU!U ":l11C 'l'IU:lD '111:1 ""p :ll:vt1 "1:11.1" llOlll< ;'1':-1 IC" OIC
""'l'.

87. '-1"':11. See also l"'p ml< :-1:lllUn ':Ill,
88. This suggestion was only to be followed in unusual circumstances, since the

be'''chll will be lacking.
89. \Ul:ln1U1\U 1'11:1 101<) 1<" 1'1"':11.1 1<":1 ''':1:1 IUDn\U1'1' l:no Ol<l·t··O '0 :I"p 1"1' ,1<1:11

lUI 1'117:10'1 1:1. See, however t"'lI '110 lIll' 111< who disagrees with this ruling,
and the reason Fo! il oFfered by T'" nllC 1""'1'.'1'1 1'11/.

"
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The majority of halachic authorities find great difficulty with
permitting a person to eat in a home where he knows or suspects
that the dishes were not toiveled.'1O Rav Ovadia Yosef forbids it
outright,91 although some permit it if it is only an occasional
occurrence, based on a presumed "double doubt" (s'fek s'feka) 
there is doubt whether the owner dipped his dishes and there is
doubt whether the dishes required tevilah - they may have been
purchased from a Jewish manufacturer.91

A further rationale for being lenient about eating in the home
of someone who may not have immersed his dishes is suggested by
Rabbi Liebes. 93 The 5hulchaTl Aruch slates that a "borrower" of
non-toiveled dishes must immerse them prior to use,lI' However, it
might be possible to be lenient on this point because the guest
eating at someone's table is not truly a "borrower" of the dishes in
the halachic sense - he would not carry the liabilities of a
"borrower", for example, to pay for any broken dishes, etc.

It is difficult to know how to proceed in actual practice, May
one assume that a "religious" person has dipped his dishes, or is it
more realistic to consider that this mitzvah is not that well known
and consequently not properly observed, even in otherwise
Orthodox homes? We do not have clear guidelines:

In the Gemara9' we find enumerated the characteristics of an
"Am Ha'aretz" - "he does not recite the Shema morning and
evening, he does not put on TefiIliTl, he does not provide a Torah
education for his children... " Are we justified, then, in assuming
that people who do keep Shabbat, who do wear TefilliTl, who do
send their children to yeshiva, need no further scrutiny as concerns
the teviIah of their dishes? We might think so, yet the Rosh records
that he was not so sanguine in his acceptance of these factors,*

90. 1,l"::lp 'p i1::l':m::l D'l'lY7:l D"YlU:;I 1<:;1101 1"1-1 p'm "'llY 1t/"",7:l.

91. "'7:l-' ny, .'lM'.

92. 'Y nll< ::loop.
93. '''llp ':;II'< n':;I n··llU.

94. 'n till'< ::l"p "'1'.
95..:;1":;1 i1111D ,17:l tIl:;l,:;I.

96. 1'1l'1 ,D"'::ll '1l7111,
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When a person appeared before him and claimed that he had
permissibly collected his debts with a Pruz-bu/ (a legal document
which has the effect of suspending application of the biblical
requirement to annul all debts in the seventh year, Shmitta) he, the
Rosh, would not automatically accept the statement. "For the
prohibition of annulment of debts is not well known to the public,
and they do not observe this injunction." Consequently, he would
closely question the claimant about the Pruzbu/ rather than
automatically accepting his word on the matter.

The Rosh acknowledges that Rabbenu Tam did not agree with
his approach; nevertheless. he chose to be cautious in this regard.

Centuries of divergence between halachic decisors on the
question of reliability are reflected in a passage in the Shulchan
Arueh. Speaking for the position that a "religious" Jew is to be
trusted without further inquiry, unless we have reason to believe
that he is not trustworthy. is the author of Shu/chan ATueh:

A person who is suspected of eating forbidden
foods ... is not to be trusted for these foods, and if one
is his guest, he should not eat those food about which
he is suspected.91

However, the Ramo voices the alternate position, to wit, that
one should accept the reliability only of one specifically known to
be careful in the laws of kashrut.9t

On the ancillary question of reliability in observing a little~

known or much-neglected precept, the Ramo had this to say:

Someone who is suspected of transgressing a matter
that [most] people do not realize is a transgression, is
not considered "suspect"; yet for that particular
mailer. he is not considered reliable... 99

For Ashkenazi Jews, who follow the Ramo, the issue is

97. I< p"O "''"p ""'.
98. Ibid. But he does permit one to eat in the house of someone about whom he is

not sure, if he is a guest there. Here the ShQch appends thai the Ramo
intended not only an accidental guest.

99.., P'"O O"'i' '''''.

"
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therefore whether most observant, Shomer·Shabbat Jews in
America are fully aware of the obligation to immerse their dishes; if
we assume that this mitzvah is not well-known and well+observed,
it might be prudent to proceed on the assumption that considerable
numbers of people who keep a kosher home do not toivel their
dishes. On the subsequent problem of whether one may eat in such
homes, there exists a wide range of halachic opinion, as we have
seen.

Lei us turn now to the topic of dishes used in commercial
establishments: The question arises of buying a Coke, or a beer, or
some other drink, without knowing if the glass belongs to a 000

jew and is thus exempt. The author of Darchei Teshuva issues a
lenient rulingl(xl on this question based on three reasons:

a) The glass requires tevilah only by rabbinic, not Torah law.
b) The person drinking the soda is only borrowing the glass.

c) The glass does not truly require tevilah since the owner of
the concession purchases the glasses not for his own use but rather
for his customers.

Although Darchei Teshuva does not discuss this last item
further, his opinion may be seen to be based on the Shu/chan
Aruch:

j1~':::ll:I T'Y 1'1'< ... ;"'1/0 l"Y~ 111ul'<';' mp? K? CI'<IU

...For if the first person [the owner] did not take it for
the purpose of a meal... it does not require tevilah. 101

Darchei Teshuva sees this also as the reason why even people
who are careful to observe the mitzvah of fevilah do not bother to
immerse the containers in which they bottle mineral water for sale
to the public - they are nol k'iei st!udah but are being used for

100. Ibid. Yet. there are some poshm who hold that one should not eat in
commercial establishments whose dishes have not been immersed. However.
D'';I;I n';l'Ju lDO cites the opinion of R. Shlomo Zalman Auerbach to permit a
sick. person to eilt from utensils thiit were not immerS<.'d, if that ~ necessary.

102. DIU l·'P.
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business. In a letter to Rav Yechiel Weinberg (author of S'ridei
fish), Rav Breisch 103 discusses the same question, of whether one
has to be careful only to purchase food which is sold in pre-dipped
vessels. After noting that "since the public is not careful about this,
probably they have a reliable rationale" and even if not, "no person
is permitted to be strict on a matter where we see that even very
righteous people aren't carefuL" Rav Bresich proceeds to explain
why it is acceptable to buy food from Jews in containers which
haven't been immersed; the purchaser is not truly interested in
buying the container, for that would put him in the position of
violating the halacha (having his food in un-toiveled jars).
Therefore, the container doesn't become his and he need not be
concerned about its lack of prior immersion. lOt

According to the Shulchan Aruch, vessels used in a restaurant
need not have teviIah, but others 1o, maintain that they should be
immersed, albeit without recitation of a beracna. 106

Rav Braun 107 writes in the name of Rav Diskin that the reason
commercial containers do not require prior tevi/an is that the
container is of negligible importance (?o.:J) compared to the contents
in the jar. We find this line of reasoning employed with respect to
the purchase of foodstuffs with the money of the Second Tithe
(')10 'IOVn). Monies from the Second Tithe could technically only be
spent for the purchase of food, yet the Gemara in Eruvin 26b
permits the purchaser to buy food in containers, even if part of the

103. BUI Ihal dOl'S not mean 10 imply if a Jewish Sloreowner buys dishes 10 sell in
his store, the Jewish purchaser would nOl have 10 loi1,Jel lhem, for lhe Ramo
appends very spedfically: ",y "'1110 "lY':> 11vl("\,' 1D 'lV,' ':>I'('IV' ;up 01'( ]:>1
"'':>':J\,l.

104. A similar concept is Slated in ,", nil'( n·'Dn 0"'1'1. I··\,l.
105. :J"p ,"1'':> TV .I'"\).
106. Even iF occasionally lhe reslaurant owner himst'IF eats from the dishes, il is nOI

a faclor which would require him to immerse lhem, sinn their status depends
on lhe use 10 which lhey are put most of lhe time, and that is clearly for
business. The same opinion is expressed in n"!11 '··0 n11'( OI:11vn ':J".
':J ?':>n ·1 1"I"':'lT.l :1.':1 lT.l'O MY'l 1JJi\J :JlU n··llV.

107, , .. ,:> 1"I:J':>1"I:I lJ'l'J:iD 1:I")lIV.
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total cost includes the cosl of the container, since the container is
negligible as against the food.

Similarly, a person buys the food and the container is quile
insignificant. It becomes a true vessel only in the hands of the jew
who has purchased it - and a vessel made by a Jew requires no
tevilah. 10&

Rabbi Ovadia Yosef considers that the majority of poskim held
that tevilah of utensils was only a rabbinic enactment, and therefore
he permits eating in restaurants where the dishes have not been
immersed. As a mailer of fact. if the owner wants to immerse his
restaurant dishes, Rav Yosef does not allow recitation of the
beracha. On the other hand, he is very strict and does not permit
eating in a private home where the dishes have not been dipped.t09

Electrical Appliances

The modern kitchen is lavished with an abundance of electrical
appliances and gadgets. Designed to bring ease into our lives, they
have also undoubtedly raised some troublesome and intriguing
halachic questions regarding their immersion in a mikvah. What is
to be done with electrical equipment which might be ruined as a
consequence of total immersion in a mikvah? Is that enough reason
to absolve it of the need for immersion?

An electrical appliance is subject to the same regulations as any
other vessel according to many authorities - although with
limitations, as we will see"O - and thus must be immersed at one

108. J"'" '1'1 1"'7? '01 'n 'O'J "'1' 1"l1Vl:l 1"ll'lK. The topic is also discussed in great
delail in l"\H?n ,1Kl:l1"l,

109. ,.'n, n>l' 1"lln'.

110. In Jl 01'>101 ;'I"ll? <1'1 ,Dry;) ne,..JU '!I0, it is reported that Rav 5.Z. Auerbach
requires tevil"l, for an electric toaster, comparing it to a spit used for roastill8
meal. which also needs levi/llh. Although the author of n1nJ:lW '''0', note 134,
reports that he heard from R. Moshe Feinstein that a toaster needs no tevi"'''
because the bread can be ealen as is, without toasting, however 0'7J "'"JU '!I0

notes that R. Feinstein himself, in 1"llnl1"ll 1"l'ln, ruled that despite the fact that
bread can be eaten as is, the toaster should nevertheless be immersed, He also
reports that Rav Feinstein considered that a malted machine should be toiveled.
However, if it would be damaged thereby, he allowed it to be used without
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time in its entiretylll and may not have any chatzitza (intervening
object) preventing the water from touching every part. 1Il Many
appliances are now numuraclured with a removable cord, which or
course does not need to be immersed. However, some appliances,
such as a popcorn maker, or a toaster, have wiring within the
utensil itself.

When electricity first began to be used in the last century, the
halacha had to grapple with this problem. Pitchei Teshuva
suggested an intriguing solution - dismantle the appliance and then
have a Jew put it back together again. This way, it would be a
vessel made by a Jew, requiring no teviIah.1lJ Alternately, he
suggested a hole be made in it, ruining the appliance, and then have
it fixed by a Jew, which would have the same halachic effect. lit

Rav Shmuel Wosner writes concerning an electric urn for
heating water that "there is no rationale for being lenient and
absolving it from the requirement of tevilah out of fear that the
electrical part will be ruined ... and I see no other way to use it
[assuming it will be ruined by immersion] other than [dismantling it
and removing the cord and] attaching the cord after the tevilah. "115

However, this is hardly the last word on the subject, and there
are a considerable number of rabbis who have found reasons for
being lenient - although each of them seems to disagree with the

I"viIRh. since all the ingredients of a malted Can be eaten without using the
machine. In the case of a toaster, too. if it was necessary. one could adopt this
rationale.

111. '1 OJK :I"~ , .. " ,':l1\1m 'nntl.

112. 1··' ~"D :I"~ "'1'. Even the rust must be removed_
113. 'K OJK K"::I~ "'1' 1"1::11£11"1 'nn!l.

For a discussion whether it is !Hotter to immerse it whole or in parts, Sl'i'

n"~ "'1' '::IY ,1"1.

114. "'::1 OJK I~ rp Dry::l 1"170:11:1 '£ID reports that Rav S,l. AuerbilCh approves of this
ploy, but only in the case of an electrical appliance, since there are other
reasons for being lenient.

liS. 'j nur "'l '::I "'1' '1'1"1 U::I\lI. However, Rav Auerbach considers that if an
attached cord is removed, and then re·affi"ed to the appliance, it is as if the
Jew is making it into a vesse! and therefore requires no tevilah. Of course, if
the appliance is manufactured with a detachable cord, this ploy would not
apply Kl OJK 1"ItI~ '1' 0"::1 n"::Ill 'tlD.
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reasoning of the others. One solution offered is as follows: a vessel
which is not capable of becoming tamen (i'lI'<IJ1U c,:l.j:'l'J U'K) needs no
tevilah;1I6 anything connected to the ground cannot become tamen;
when the electrical appliance is being used, it is plugged into a
socket in the wall. which is attached to the ground - thus the
appliance is "attached" to the ground, incapable of becoming
tameJr, and consequently not in need of tevilah!117

This thesis is hotly debated. The Aruch Hashulchan writes that
the rule (regarding something attached to the ground) cannot apply
to any object which was originally not connected to the ground and
became attached later. tp,c,n:l. 'm ,,:1." ~)o:11 u,,"n "If it was
detached [from the ground] and later attached, it is [considered] as
if detached."lIB Using much stronger language, Rav Wosner
ridicules the suggestion altogether, calling it m, nunl c,::liT.1\'

On the other hand, Rav Moshe Feinstein is of the opinion that
only that part of the appliance which comes into contact with food
need be immersed. no Thus, only the tray in a toaster-oven needs
tevilah, only the bowl and blades of a blender, only the blades of an
electric knife. Also, Rav Feinstein suggests that an electrical
appliance which cannot be separated may be considered as two
distinct vessels; the part which is used with food can be toiveled,
while the electrical components, which are on the top or bottom
need not be immersed. m

Rav Breisch also confronts this situation: rejecting the
suggestion that the vessel be given to a Gentile and then borrowed

116.., :-r:llI/i'O 'nOD

f('" :lpY' :110

f("O"::l ::lpV' op;n.

However, see T"P"' pnY' onlC. who considered this ruling to be contr~ry to
halacha.

117. r::lp"f( ::lpY' op'm.
118. I)'" 0,1'1 10'\111;' 1"Y.
I19. Ibid. The same is found in ::l"V"::l pOY' nmc.

l:W. "'l ,"" ,'100 01'11'1.
121. Explaining his re~50ning in exempting parts of the ~pptiance from immel"5ion,

Rav Feinstein cites DIU "'1)' 'I) ::l'" ,"'" to the effKt that these parts are
considered c"ngOl n'::l and not subject 10 the laws of chatzitza. ~ also 'l::lJ(
1"0' ,"" '11.
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from him, obviating the need for tevilah, he rules that electrical
appliances must be totally immersed. However, he advises that the
person doing the immersion may first wet his or her hand in the
mikvah, then use his wet fingers to cover up the opening which
houses the electric wires,l11 Another suggestion he makes is to put
something to seal up the ele<trical opening, and keep it there for
seven days, at which times the applicance may be immersed with
the covering in place,l2J

It is only proper to append here a practical note: many people
report immersing their electrical appliances (not the cord) without
any harm resulting therefrom. Of course, one must be careful to
shake out any water which may have entered, and then let it dry for
at least a day. Even if the appliance smokes a bit the first time it is
used, it will last just as long and work just as well as any other,

Mumar

A recurring problem in Jewish society is how to relate to those
who have strayed from the path of Torah. This problem surfaces in
many guises, and its resolution is never a simple matter. Within
Jewish thinking there appear two very basic rabbinic teachings
which have equal validity but which are strikingly at odds with
each other. One rabbinic teaching is that "a mumar (a Jew who
reje<ts his heritage) who desecrates the Sabbath, is like a Gentile",
while the other dictum, equally forcefuL bids us remember that"a
Jew, even though he may have sinned, remains a Jew."

How then should we term irreligious Jews today? May we
count a muma, for a minyan? May we use wine he has touched? If
he makes dishes. do they need tevilah, or shall we consider them
made by a Jew? More fundamentally, are we entitled to read any
Jew out of the Jewish people because he is not observant of the
mitzvoH In the light of the world as it is today, should he be

122. 1<"1:) '1:) ::loon ::lj'V' nj'?n, Similn questions are discusseod in ;C"I< :'11/.11:1 nUlllV'
0I1<'1;'1? OI,m .!"1l1:l1"!l OI\11l'l ',.

123. )"'Y"J j'MY' nnll:l .1<"0"::l :li'Y' ni'?n.
According to n"':l n"'yy' ':l":l"'y '""'. The author of :l"1:)' .J .,.." 'll 'UI<
allowed a woman to wet her fingers in the mikvah and then cover her ears. in
the event no waler was allowed to enter her ear canal.

"
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considered more correctly as a "tit/ok shenishba", equivalent to a
baby who was kidnapped from his Jewish home and never trained
in the paths of Judaism?

These are deep questions, and the present halachic study is
certainly not the proper forum to resolve them. 12t However, in
practical terms it is necessary to know whether the halacha
considers a non-observant or perhaps even anti-religious Jew as yet
a Jew - or not.

It is interesting to learn that the Ramo, some four hundred
years ago, recorded the custom for a mumar who wanted to repent
to immerse himself in a mikvah, as a sign of his renewed quest for
purity.m This leads some rabbis to reason that if the apostate
himself only immerses himself in a mikvah out of custom, certainly
there cannot be a more stringent requirement for his dishes!
Certainly it would not be credible that dishes which he made or
owned would need tevilah.

Rav Moshe FeinsteinlU> rules that any utensils imported from
(Jewish) Israel require no tevilah, and one need not be concerned
that they were manufactured by irreligious Jews or Sabbath
violators.

• • •
Keeping kosher has always been the hallmark of the Jew

devoted to his religion. Fortunately for us in America, observing the
laws of kashrut represents relatively little hardship. It is thus all the
more important for us to be aware of the additional requirements in
our obligation to sanctify the physical aspects of our lifestyle.

124. This very snious question has received extensive treatment by a number of
outstanding Jewish thinkers:
i"l1)'nw m::bi"l W'I< 111M

,.1 n"11< 1"lWIJ rn'll<

1.1'''''-:1 '1J11< )1':1'

D"P , .." ',1 'lJK

A thorough treatment of \xIlh sides of the question is presented in an
exchange between R. Eliezer Waldenberg and Rav Sternbuch in ,r)l'''1< Y':Y

3"';)"1'" 'n ""n.
125. 3"" n"o, '''1' K"n,.
126. ., l"n n"11< i"lIUD nn11<.




